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The New “Terrace Living Suite” for a Three Generation Vacation
Hoshino Resorts RISONARE Atami (Atami, Shizuoka)
Hoshino Resorts RISONARE Atami is a resort hotel with beautiful ocean views from every room. The
Terrace Living Suite, a suite renovated in April 2019, can be used comfortably by friends staying together
as well as large or three-generational families. In addition to the hot springs with ocean views, the hotel has
a tree house and high ropes course built in 300-year-old camphor trees, a café made to resemble beaches
using white sand, and more; guests can enjoy a range of experiences without ever needing to leave the
hotel.

Two Unique Characteristics
1. Terrace Living Suite, renovated in April 2019, which can be comfortably used by a large group
A large guest suite over 100 square meters, housing up to six people at once
This suite has the largest capacity of any guest suite in Hoshino Resorts RISONARE Atami. The large suite
(more than 100 square meters) features a living space for relaxation, two bedrooms, and a “Terrace Living
Room” that connects the outdoor terrace with the indoor living room; the family can gather here and look
out over Sagami Bay.
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2. Two restaurants to choose from: Japanese restaurant and buffet
In large groups, people will have many different tastes. Hoshino Resorts RISONARE Atami has two
restaurants to choose from: the Japanese restaurant Dining HANABI , and a buffet restaurant
called Studio Buffet MOGMOG. For example, if guests were having dinner with three generations
of their family, then the family members with children could go to the buffet, and the
grandparents could go to the Japanese restaurant, or they could choose which one they want to
go to based on their preferences.
The Japanese restaurant Dining HANABI
A traditional Japanese restaurant that uses seasonal flavors, with a
focus on seafood like turban shells and Alfonsino. The interior design
is based on the Atami Fireworks Fair on the Sea, and it feels like
guests are surrounded by fireworks while they enjoy their meal.
Studio Buffet MOGMOG
A buffet restaurant that makes abundant use of the flavors of the sea
and mountains. At the children’s kitchen set up in the restaurant,
called Kids’ Studio, guests can get changed into a chef’s coat and
make their own dessert.

Recommended plan
Day 1
3:00 pm Check-in
3:30 pm Tea time at the Terrace Living Room
5:00 pm Attempt the rock climbing wall together
5:30 pm Dinner at The Japanese restaurant Dining HANABI
8:00 pm Enjoy bathing in the hot springs after dinner
8:30 pm Enjoy sparklers in private at the Terrace Living Room
Day 2
6:30 am
7:00 am
9:00 am
11:00 am
12:00 pm

Enjoy fresh coffee while watching the sunrise
Breakfast at Studio Buffet MOGMOG
Try the Forest W alk in the Air
Read at SORANO Beach Books & Cafe
Check-out

Hoshino Resorts RISONARE Atami
Address: 2-13-1 Minaguchi-cho, Atami-shi, Shizuoka-ken 413-0016, Japan
By car: 70 minutes from Atsugi Interchange on the Tomei Expressway
By train: 20 minutes by shuttle bus from JR Atami Station
Reservation Center: +81-(0)50-3786-1144
Number of rooms: 81
Check-in: 15:00
Check-out: 12:00
Nightly price: 1 adult from 21,000 yen for 2 people using 1 room including breakfast (excluding tax)
Website: https://risonare.com/atami/en/
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